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Abstract. Based on inductive definitions, we develop an automated tool for defining partial recursive functions in Higher-Order Logic and providing appropriate reasoning tools for them. Our method expresses termination in a uniform
manner and includes a very general form of pattern matching, where patterns can
be arbitrary expressions. Termination proofs can be deferred, restricted to subsets of arguments and are interchangeable with other proofs about the function.
We show that this approach can also facilitate termination arguments for total
functions, in particular for nested recursions. We implemented our tool as a definitional specification mechanism for Isabelle/HOL.
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Introduction

Advanced specification mechanisms that introduce definitions in a natural way are essential for the practical usability of proof assistants.
In a logic of total functions, notably Higher-Order Logic (HOL), recursive function
definitions usually require a termination proof. On the other hand, many interesting
algorithms do not always terminate: Some examples are search in an infinite search
space, semi-decision procedures or the evaluation of programs.
There are several ways to express partiality in a logic of total functions [14], but
defining a function from a set of non-terminating equations is generally difficult, especially if it is not clear when the recursion terminates, or if the termination proof is
nontrivial. Thus, modelling non-terminating algorithms as logic functions often requires
artificial manual workarounds, which can complicate subsequent reasoning.
In order to improve this situation, we describe a general function definition principle
for Isabelle/HOL [15], which is not limited to terminating recursions. From a set of recursive equations, our package defines a partial function (modeled as an underspecified
total function), together with a set describing the function’s domain. On the domain,
the defined function coincides with the specification. The provided tools allow to reason about such a partial function as conveniently as it is common for total functions.
Our package has the following key properties:
Definitional. Every definition is reduced to a simpler form that can be processed by
existing means. The original specification is then derived from that definition by
an automated proof procedure. Since all reasoning is performed within the theorem
prover, this approach offers a maximum of safety without having to rely on an
external soundess proof.
Generalized Pattern matching. Functions may be specified by pattern matching. Patterns are not restricted to datatype constructors, may contain guards and overlap,
but must be proved to be compatible.

Reasoning Principles. For each recursive function f , an induction principle (which
we call f -induction) is proved, which corresponds to the recursive structure of the
definition of f , and is the main tool for reasoning about it.
Deferred Termination. Termination proofs are strictily separated from function definitions. At definition time, no other input than the specification is needed. Properties of the function can be proved before its termination is established. This particularly simplifies the treatment of nested recursions.
1.1

Motivation

Partiality As an example for partiality, we define an interpreter for a minimalistic
imperative language. Such an interpreter must be partial, since the interpreted program
might loop and this non-termination cannot be detected. However we would expect to
be able to prove termination for certain classes of programs, for example the class of all
programs without while loops.
The language is straightforward and we present it directly in Isabelle/HOL notation.
For simplicitly, a shallow embedding is used for expressions, instead of modeling their
syntax. The notation f (x := y) denotes function update, and iter denotes function
exponentiation.
types var = nat
datatype com =
val = nat
ASSIGN var exp
env = var ⇒ val
| SEQ com com
exp = env ⇒ val
| IF exp com com
consts
| WHILE exp com
exec :: com ⇒ env ⇒ env
| FOR exp com
function
exec (ASSIGN v exp) e = e(v:=exp e)
exec (SEQ c1 c2 ) e
= exec c2 (exec c1 e)
exec (IF exp c1 c2 ) e = if exp e 6= 0 then exec c1 e else exec c2 e
exec (FOR exp c) e
= iter (exp e) (exec c) e
exec (WHILE exp c) e = if exp e 6= 0
then exec (WHILE exp c) (exec c e) else e
Current tools in Isabelle/HOL cannot handle the definition of exec. The attempt would
lead to an unsolvable termination proof obligation.
As a workaround, we can always extend a partial function to a total one: If we know
that the function terminates under certain conditions, this check can be added to the
function body, returning a dummy value if the check fails:
f x = if hguardi x then hbodyf i x else dummy
Then f can be defined as a total function. But this is unsatisfactory as a general method
for two reasons: First, the termination guard must be known at definition time. If it
turns out later that this condition was too restrictive, one must change the definition
of the function. Second, the workaround changes the body of the function. Since the

termination guard is alien to the functional specification, this is inelegant and may cause
difficulties when executable code is to be extracted from the definition at a later stage.
Restricting our interpreter to programs without while loops is certainly inadequate. We
would have to find a condition that covers all possible terminating programs, which is
not obvious.
Our package allows to define exec as a partial function and later prove its termination on the sets we need.

Generalized Pattern matching Function definitions by pattern matching are convenient in functional programming, and the same is true for logic.
In functional languages, patterns consist only of variables and datatype constructors,
so that they can be compiled into efficient tests. Some languages also allow simple
invertible arithmetic expressions like n + 2.
Such restrictions seem inappropriate for an extensible logical framework like Isabelle/HOL. We can for example define a type for α-equated lambda terms, using a
package of Urban and Berghofer (see [20]), and the need arises to define functions
on such terms as well. For example, the following equations describe capture-avoiding
substitution [. ::= .]:
(Var a)[b::=u] = if a=b then u else Var a
(App t1 t2 )[b::=u] = App (t1 [b::=u]) (t2 [b::=u])
a](b, u) =⇒ (Lam [a].t)[b::=u] = Lam [a].(t[b::=u])
This is obviously a form of pattern matching, but different from patterns used in
functional programming: First, due to α-equivalence, the constructor in the lambda case
is not injective (eg. Lam [a].(Var a) = Lam[b].(Var b)), and second, the lambda case is
conditional: It requires that a is fresh in b and u.
To be able to support such constructions, we adopt a more general notion of pattern
matching, which is purely logical. Our patterns may essentially be arbitrary expressions, but we require two properties to ensure that the patterns really form a function
definition:
1. Every possible argument is matched by at least one pattern. (Completeness)
2. If more than one pattern matches an argument, the associated right hand sides are
equal. (Compatibility)
Pattern completeness will be needed to generate an induction rule and does not stand in
the way of partial definitions, since missing patterns can easily be added by introducing
trivial equations f p = f p. Compatibility ensurtes that the whole specification is consistent. Note that in contrast to functional programming, the equations do not have any
associated order. Every equation will become a simplification rule on its own.
These two conditions are very natural (though undecidable), and sometimes used
to justify function definitions in pen-and-paper theories. As expected, a definition with
our package requires a proof of these conditions.

1.2

An overview of our method

Starting from the specification of a function, our package inductively defines its graph
G and its smallest recursion relation R, which captures the recursive structure of the
definition. Using the definite description operator, the graph is turned into a total function f , which models the specified partial function. Its domain domf is defined as the
accessible part of R.
Then, pattern completeness and compatibility must be proved by the user or automated tools. Our package builds on these facts to prove that G actually describes a
function on domf . Then it automatically derives the original recursion equations and an
induction rule. The rules are constrained by preconditions of the form t ∈ domf , that
is, they describe the function’s behaviour on its domain. Despite these constraints, they
allow convenient reasoning about the function, before its termination is established. To
support natural termination proofs, the package provides introduction rules for domf
and a special termination rule.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In §2 we introduce some logical concepts
required by our package. In §3, we describe the automated definition process. In §4, we
discuss how our package supports termination proofs. In §5, we show how our particular
method can improve the treatment of nested recursive definitions. In §6, we briefly
describe case studies, and §7 discusses related work.
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Logical Preliminaries

We work in classical Higher-Order Logic. Derivations are expressed
in the natural deV
duction framework Isabelle/Pure, using universal quantification and implication =⇒.
2.1

Recursion Relations and Termination Conditions

The extraction of termination conditions was first introduced by Boyer and More [5]
and is an important component in every implementation of general recursion in theorem
provers, definitional or not.
Given a function definition, we call a relation R on the function’s argument type
a recursion relation, if the function argument decreases wrt. R in every recursive call.
Consider the following function definition:
gcd(x, 0)
=x
gcd(0, y)
=y
gcd(x + 1, y + 1) = if x < y then gcd(x + 1, y − x)
else gcd(x − y, y + 1)
Then the relation {((x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 )) | x1 + y1 < x2 + y2 } is a recursion relation.
Another one is the lexicographic ordering, and a third one is the universal relation where
everything is smaller than everything else. Note that we do not require the relation to
be wellfounded.

From a definition, we can automatically extract a set of termination conditions,
which a recursion relation must satisfy. In our example, these conditions are:
x < y =⇒ (x + 1, y − x) <R (x + 1, y + 1)
¬x < y =⇒ (x − y, y + 1) <R (x + 1, y + 1)
The details of the extraction in HOL are described in Slind’s thesis [18]. Abstractly, the
extraction is a syntax directed search for recursive calls in the function body. For each
recursive call, a condition is generated, stating that the argument in the recursive call is
smaller than the original argument.
Note that this extraction must be context-aware and take the positions of recursive
calls into account. In the above example, these occur inside an if-expression, which is
reflected in additional premises. In general, a context consists of bound variables and
premises, and is denoted by Γ. Termination conditions have the general form1 :
Γk =⇒ rk <R lhs
This general notion of context can express Higher-Order recursion: Consider a datatype
for trees and a function which maps its argument f over all leaves:
treemap f (Leaf x)
= Leaf (f x)
treemap f (Branch ts) = Branch (map (treemap f ) ts)
The termination condition reflects the fact that recursive calls occur only on elements
of ts:
V
x. x ∈ set ts =⇒ x <R Branch ts
Since the extraction process requires some knowledge about the contexts resulting for terms occuring at certain positions, the algorithm is parametrized with a set of
congruence rules, which express this knowledge. The shape of congruence rules is not
relevant for us, and can be found in Slind’s thesis [18].
2.2

Accessible Part

We adopt the notion of the accessible part (or wellfounded part) of a relation, denoted
by acc R. The accessible part consists of just the elements which do not occur in an
infinitely descending R-chain. It is inductively defined by the following rule:
∀y <R x. y ∈ acc R
(ACC -I NTRO )
x ∈ acc R
If R is wellfounded, then acc R is just the universal set. In other cases, it might still
contain interesting subsets. Using this notion instead of wellfoundedness is crucial to
be able to support non-termination.
1

To distinguish them from logical symbols, meta-variables like contexts are printed in bold.
Also note that Γ =⇒ φ is slight
V abuse of notation: If Γ binds variables, they are quantified
over the whole implication: v1 . . . vn . Γ =⇒ φ

The accessible part comes with a very general induction principle, which we call
acc-induction:
∀x ∈ acc R. (∀y <R x. P y) −→ P x
(ACC -I NDUCT )
∀x ∈ acc R. P x
This rule works like wellfounded induction, but with arbitrary relations. Consequently,
the inductive result is only proved for the elements of acc R.
2.3

Inductive Definitions

To define inductive relations, our tool uses an existing package [16] from Isabelle/HOL,
which introduces inductive sets as least fixed-points by means of the Knaster-Tarski
fixed-point theorem. Given some introduction rules for a set S, the package defines the
set and returns the introduction rules as theorems. An elimination rule, expressing that
S is in fact the smallest such set, is also generated automatically. The package also
provides an induction rule, but we will not use it, since we rely on acc-induction.

3

The process of definition

We start with the recursive equations given as input by the user and which he would
like to get back as simplification rules in the end:
C1 =⇒ f lhs1 = rhs1
..
.
Cn =⇒ f lhsn = rhsn
Each equation may contain free variables, which we collectively denote by vi∗ .
3.1

Defining the graph and the recursion relation

We transform the equations into an inductive definition of a relation G, representing
the graph of the function. The first step is the termination condition extraction from
§2.1, which extracts from each equation a list of mi recursive calls and their contexts:
(Γi1 , ri1 ), . . . , (Γimi , rimi ). From the i-th equation we now build the following introduction rule for G:
Ci

[h/f]

(Γi1

[h/f]

=⇒ (ri1

[h/f]

, h(ri1

[h/f]

[h/f]

[h/f]

)) ∈ G) . . . (Γimi =⇒ (rimi , h(rimi )) ∈ G)
[h/f]

(lhsi , rhsi

)∈G

(GI NTROi )

In Γ[h/f] etc, the function variable h is substituted for the function symbol f.
Compared to a naive relational description, which would invent a new variable for
the result of each recursive call2 , we use a single function variable h, which is constrained to the graph on all recursive calls.
2

Inventing separate variables for the recursive calls would require additional bookkeeping and
lead to problems with Higher-Order recursion.

The introduction rules form an inductive definition of the relation G, and we can
introduce G, using the package for inductive definitions. Next, we can already define
the function f , using HOL’s definite description operator:
def

f = λx. THE y. (x, y) ∈ G

(F-D EF)

The basic reasoning tool for our new function is acc-induction on a recursion relation.
While other packages require the user to supply such a relation, this is not necessary,
since it can be defined automatically.
The essential observation is that the termination conditions extracted from a definition (see §2.1) always have the form of introduction rules for R:
Ci =⇒ Γi,1 =⇒ ri,1 <R lhsi
..
.
Ci =⇒ Γi,mi =⇒ ri,mi <R lhsi

(RI NTROSi )

Collecting all the rules, one for each recursive call, we can regard them as a specification of the recursion relation, and thus define a relation R from them. For convenience, we use the package for inductive definitions again, but in fact the specification
is not truly inductive: R appears only on the right hand sides.
Note that from such a definition we get the smallest recursion relation for our function and that smaller relations have bigger accessible parts. Since the accessible part of
this relation will be the domain of our function, the smallest recursion relation is the
best we can get.
3.2

Completeness and Compatibility

The following proof requires completeness and compatibility of the patterns, which
were already mentioned in §1.1.
Completeness ensures that every possible input value is matched by one of the patterns. It has the following form3 :
V ∗
V ∗
v1 . C1 =⇒ x = lhs1 =⇒ P . . .
vn . Cn =⇒ x = lhsn =⇒ P
(C OMPLETE )
P
Compatibility states that the set of equations are not contradictory, in the sense
that they assign different values to the same argument. This is expressed by special
elimination rules for G, one for each equation:
V
h. (Γi1 =⇒ (ri1 , h(ri1 )) ∈ G) =⇒ . . .
=⇒ (Γimi =⇒ (rimi , h(rimi )) ∈ G)
Ci
(lhsi , y) ∈ G
=⇒ y = rhsi [h/f] =⇒ P
(C OMPATi )
P
3

Completeness and compatibility are existential statements, which are expressed in Isabelle/Pure by elimination rules.

In many cases, compatibility can easily be proved using the definition of G. In
particular, disjoint patterns, where each argument is matched by at most one pattern,
are trivially compatible.
Our package generates proof obligations for completeness and compatibility which
must be solved to complete the definition. For the case of disjoint constructor patterns,
we provide an automated proof tactic which solves these goals. Automation of completeness proofs works as described by Slind [18], and compatibility uses the definition
of G and simplification.

3.3

The relation is a function

We are now prepared to prove that the relation G describes a function on acc R:
∀x ∈ acc R. ∃!y.(x, y) ∈ G
The proof of this property is performed automatically by our package, when a definition
is made, using only primitive inference steps and rewriting. The following informal but
detailed proof sketch illustrates the structure of the derivation:
Proof. We use acc-induction on the recursion relation R. For the induction step, fix
an x ∈ acc R. As induction hypothesis, we can assume the property for all z <R
x. Splitting into existence and uniqueness, and using the fact that the unique value is
denoted by f, this yields:
V
V z. z <R x =⇒ (z, f z) ∈ G
y z. z <R x =⇒ (z, y) ∈ G =⇒ y = f z

(IH-E XIST )
(IH-U NIQUE )

To complete the induction step, we have to prove ∃!y. (x, y) ∈ G. We distinguish
cases and look at each of the defining equations in turn, proving existence and uniqueness separately: For the i-th equation, assume Ci and x = lhsi .
Existence: From RI NTROSi and IH-E XIST get Γij =⇒ (rij , f rij ) ∈ G for all j ≤
mi . Applying GI NTROi yields (lhsi , rhsi ) ∈ G.
Uniqueness: Assume (lhsi , y) ∈ G for some y. Instantiate C OMPATi with P :=
(y = rhsi ) and apply the assumption. It remains to prove the second premise
of C OMPATi . For this, assume Γij =⇒ (rij , h rij ) ∈ G for all j ≤ mi and
y = rhsi [h/f] for some function h. From RI NTROSi and IH-U NIQUE, get Γij =⇒
h rij = f rij . Use these equations as contextual rewrite rules to show rhsi [h/f] =
rhsi . Thus y = rhsi .
Combining existence and uniqueness, we have for each equation Ci =⇒ x =
lhsi =⇒ ∃!y.(x, y) ∈ G. Using C OMPLETE, these results can be combined into one,
which completes the induction step.
t
u

3.4

Deriving partial simplification and induction rules

Having established that function values exist and are unique on acc R, we introduce the
abbreviation domf ≡ acc R and prove the original recursion equations and an induction
rule. The equations are guarded by termination assumptions:
lhs1 ∈ domf =⇒ C1 =⇒ f lhs1 = rhs1
...
lhsn ∈ domf =⇒ Cn =⇒ f lhsn = rhsn
Deriving the recursion equations is simple: From uniqueness we know that (x, y) ∈ G
implies f x = y, and we have already proved the required relations in the existence part
of the previous proof. We can reuse them after lifting them out of the induction context,
which is technical but straightforward.
The partial induction rule follows the structure of the recursion: In each case, the
property may be assumed on the arguments of the recursive calls, but the inductive result
is restricted to domf . The rule is a simple consequence of acc-induction, the definition
of R and pattern completeness:
V ∗
v1 . lhs1 ∈ domf =⇒ C1
=⇒ (Γ11 =⇒ P r11 ) =⇒ . . . =⇒ (Γ1m1 =⇒ P r1m1 )
=⇒ P lhs1
..
.V
vn∗ . lhsn ∈ domf =⇒ Cn
=⇒ (Γn1 =⇒ P rn1 ) =⇒ . . . =⇒ (Γnmn =⇒ P rnm3n )
=⇒ P lhsn
(F-PI NDUCT )
a ∈ domf =⇒ P a
With the proof of the partial simplification and induction rules, the actual definition
process is finished: The rules provide adequate means for reasoning about the function.
In particular, we can now establish the properties we might need for a termination proof.
We will see in §5 that this is extremely useful when dealing with nested recursion.
3.5

A simple example

Let us define the Fibonacci function:
fib 0
=1
fib 1
=1
fib (n + 2) = fib n + fib (n + 1)
The graph of the function, Gfib , is defined by
(0, 1) ∈ Gfib

(1, 1) ∈ Gfib

(n, h(n)) ∈ Gfib (n + 1, h(n + 1)) ∈ Gfib
(n + 2, h(n) + h(n + 1)) ∈ Gfib

The termination conditions (and definition of Rfib ) are:

n <Rfib n + 2

n + 1 <Rfib n + 2

The proof obligation for completeness is a simple property of natural numbers, and
compatibility is trivial, since the patterns are disjoint. We get the following simplification and induction rules:
0 ∈ domfib =⇒ fib 0
=1
1 ∈ domfib =⇒ fib 1
=1
n + 2 ∈ domfib =⇒ fib (n + 2) = fib n + fib (n + 1)
0 ∈ domfib
=⇒ P 0
1
∈
dom
=⇒ P 1
fib
V
n. n + 2 ∈ domfib =⇒ P n =⇒ P (n + 1) =⇒ P (n + 2)
a ∈ domfib =⇒ P a

4

Termination proofs

All results obtained from the partial simplification and induction rules will contain termination assumptions of the form t ∈ domf . Thus, it is desirable to know more about
domf , which is the objective of a termination proof. Often, our goal will be to show
that a function is total and any value is element of domf . For partial functions, we will
usually be interested in a certain subset.
While the definition process was fully automated and worked for any function definition4 , we cannot expect such automation for termination proofs. But there are powerful methods for proving termination [8, 12, 21], and we plan to integrate them in subsequent work. Here we concentrate on the fundamental tools for conducting interactive
termination proofs in a natural and simple way. This is particularly important for the
difficult cases, where automated methods fail
4.1

Domain introduction rules

To show that some value belongs to the domain of a function, one can use the rule ACC I NTRO (cf. §2.2), and the definition of R. From this, general introduction rules for the
domain can be derived. For fib, these rules are:
0 ∈ domfib

1 ∈ domfib

n ∈ domfib (n + 1) ∈ domfib
(n + 2) ∈ domfib

Domain introduction rules are a natural description of the termination behaviour of the
function, and termination proofs with these rules are straightforward: We can show that
4

It is instructive to see that for the non-terminating definition f x = f x + 1, our algorithm
defines the Graph G as the empty set and the recursion relation R as the diagonal, where each
element is smaller than itself. Then the accessible part of R is the empty set, which means that
the derived partial simplification and induction rules are of little use: They are instances of ex
falso quodlibet.

fib is total, i.e. that ∀x. x ∈ domfib , by simple mathematical induction on naturals,
using the domain introduction rules.
Our package proves domain introduction rules automatically. Note however that in
some cases of pathological pattern overlaps, they can be weaker then one first expects,
since recursive calls can be “hidden” in other equations. Consider the definition
f0
=0
f (x + 1) = f x
f (x + 2) = f x
Here, the termination of f x+2 case not only depends on f x, but also on f (x+1), since
the second equation is also applicable. However, in practice such cases do not appear
very frequently, and the generated domain introduction rules are generally useful.

4.2

Wellfounded recursion relations

Often, a function is proved total by providing a wellfounded relation and showing that
it is a recursion relation. Although we do not use user-specified recursion relations for
the definition itself, we can still support this approach to termination proofs: Since we
used the smallest recursion relation, if any other recursion relation is wellfounded, then
so is R. This argument is reflected by the following rule (again, for our fib-example).
wf R0

n <R0 n + 2
n + 1 <R0 n + 2
∀x.x ∈ domfib

Our package automatically provides this rule, which allows existing termination
proofs to be easily “ported” to our package.

4.3

Simplification and Induction rules revisited

For total functions, the termination assumptions in the simplification and induction rules
are actually unnecessary, and can be easily removed after the termination proof, to get
unconstrained simplification and induction rules familiar from total function definitions.
For partial functions, we can replace the abstract domain domf by a concrete set
D, for which we have proved termination. Note that in order to replace domf in the
premises of the induction rule, we must also show that D is downward closed under
R, since the induction principle is only valid, if calls on elements of D only recurse
on elements of D5 . In practice, this is often simple. Our package supports the removal
of termination assumptions by setting up the required proof obligations, and modifying
the rules after the proof.
5

For example, we cannot use the set of even numbers in our example fib. Although the function
does terminate on all even numbers, the modified induction principle would be.

5

Nested Recursion

Functions with nested recursive calls are notoriously difficult to define and reason about.
The central problem is that the termination conditions resulting from a nested recursion
contain references to the function that is to be defined. As a very simple (and prominent)
example, consider the following definition of the constant zero function:
f0=0
f (n + 1) = f (f n)
As a termination condition one would have to prove that f n < n + 1. Since the
function is always zero, this is certainly true, but seems difficult to prove, before the
function f is “properly” defined. We can identify two problems here:
(1) If the system requires the termination proof to be conducted before the function
symbol f is even introduced in the logic, it is difficult to support nested recursion, since
the termination goal can not even be stated. Definitional packages like ours do not have
this problem, since definitions are transformed into a non-recursive form and can be
introduced into the logic immediately. Observe that nested recursions do not make our
definitions circular, although the definition of R may refer to f.
(2) After stating the termination goal, we need to prove it, and this requires reasoning principles for the function. But the main tool, namely f-induction, is usually not
available at that point, since it depends on f’s termination.
Slind’s recursion package TFL [17] provides a “provisional induction rule” [19] to
solve nested termination goals. This rule is basically a severely mangled f-induction
rule, where the unsolved termination conditions become part of the function body. With
TFL’s second definition principle, relationless definition, this becomes even more difficult. The provisional induction rule can help with termination proofs, but this is often
quite inelegant due to the structure of the rule. Slind already observes these shortcomings in the conclusion of [19]:
“We regard our results on relationless definition of nested recursion as only
partly satisfactory. The specified recursion equations and induction theorems
are automatically derived, which is good; however, the termination proof using the provisional induction theorem and recursion equations for the auxiliary
function is usually clumsy and hard to explain.”
As an alternative approach, Krstić and Matthews [11] proposed the notion of inductive invariants to describe properties of a function f in terms of an input-output relation,
without the need to explicitly mention f. They show how such an inductive invariant
can be used to prove f’s termination.
But this comes at a high cost, since establishing an inductive invariant is comparatively hard: The proof of an inductive invariant corresponds to a wellfounded induction,
and to be able to apply the induction hypothesis, one has to show that the arguments in
the inner recursive calls are decreasing. This means that one has to anticipate parts of
the termination proof to establish the inductive invariant.

Instead, we would like to be able to use f-induction, which is generally simpler6 .
Giesl [7] shows that this approach is sound: We may prove lemmas by f-induction
and then use them (in a certain way) in the termination proof of f. His argument is
that anything proved by f-induction is “partially true”, i.e. it holds for all x where f
terminates. Then, a close look reveals that at the positions where the lemmas are needed,
one can assume this, since the inner recursive calls are proved first. But since Giesl’s
informal proofs include statements like “P holds for all x where f terminates”, it was
not clear how to formalize them in a logic like HOL, where “termination” has no direct
correspondence.
Fortunately, our framework provides adequate tools to express such notions, since
termination is modeled by membership in domf . We can state and prove that f returns
zero, whenever it terminates:
x ∈ domf =⇒ f x = 0
The proof is just as simple as if we already knew that the function is total: Induction
and simplification, but using the partial induction and simplification rules. Then termination of f is equally simple, using structural induction and the domain introduction
rules, making use of the lemma to show termination of the outer recursive call.

6

Case studies

To test our method and implementation, we conducted several small case studies, which
show that our tool is practically useful.
We defined the partial interpreter we presented in the motivation. It is trivial to
show by structural induction that it terminates on programs without while loops. It is
also simple to prove termination of a bigger class of programs,
We were able to define the substitution function for α-equated lambda-terms, which
makes extensive use of the new pattern matching features. Showing pattern compatibility turned out to be the main challenge for this.
For nested recursion, we adopted an example from Slind [19]: first order unification.
Before proving termination, we use the partial induction principle to prove two lemmas
about the substitutions returned by the algorithm. These properties are needed in the
termination proof. Compared to Slind’s quite technical proof, this approach avoids a
large amount of “formal noise”.
For space reasons, we cannot give a presentation of the theories. Formal proof documents in human-readable Isabelle/Isar notation are available as an electronic appendix
to this paper7 .
6
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To compare wellfounded induction with f-induction, it is an interesting exercise to add even
more nesting to the nested-zero example by changing the second equation to f (n + 1) =
f (f (f (f n))), and then trying to prove the lemma ∀n.f n = 0 once by nat-induction,
where the property can be assumed on smaller arguments and once by f-induction, where the
property can be assumed on the arguments of all recursive calls.
http://www4.in.tum.de/˜krauss/partial/

7

Related Work

Both Isabelle 2005 and HOL4 [9] include (different versions of) the recursion package
TFL, a work by Slind [17, 18]. In TFL, a definition is transformed into a functional, and
a specialized fixed-point combinator is used to define the function. The user must specify a wellfounded recursion relation. Optionally, TFL allows deferred termination arguments, where the wellfounded relation is not given at definition time, but in later proofs.
Proving termination amounts to showing that the relation is indeed a recursion relation
and wellfounded. TFL generates an induction principle for each definition. Since it is
based on wellfounded relations, TFL can only define total functions.
TFL allows pattern matching in the style of functional programming. Patterns are
compiled to a conditional expression in a preprocessing step, while completing them
and removing overlaps. This compilation is inherently limited to datatype patterns. Due
to the preprocessing, the returned equations can differ from the original specification.
HOL Light [10] provides a similar mechanism, also based on a fixed-point combinator. Patterns are similar to ours, but since they are allowed to be incomplete, no
induction principle can be provided. There is no general support for Higher-Order recursion.
Another approach to define certain partial functions is by tail recursion (see [13]).
Since tail recursions always have a total model, they are immediately admissible without a termination proof. However, since no induction rule can be provided, the lack of
reasoning principles often makes this approach harder than it sounds.
The idea of generating an explicit description of a function’s domain was first presented by Dubois and Donzeau-Gouge [6] in a type theoretic setting, and later used by
Bove and Capretta [4] to develop a definition principle for general recursion in type
theory. In Coq [3], a recent package for general recursion [1] allows (non-nested) definitions in a manner similar to TFL.
A different approach for dealing with non-termination is to work in domain theory,
where any computable function can easily be defined. But domain theory comes with
a certain overhead which usually results in cumbersome reasoning about the functions
later.

8

Conclusion

We have presented a method for recursive function definitions, based on an inductive
definition of the function’s graph, together with its domain as the accessible part of
its recursion relation. Compared to existing approaches, we have been able to increase
both the expressive power and the convenience in formal reasoning. In the future, we
hope to use this as a basis for the principal tool for defining functions in Isabelle/HOL,
subsuming both TFL [17] and the package for primitive recursion on datatypes [2]. The
latter is just a special case of general recursion, where termination is immediate, but the
user is forced into the recursion scheme of the datatype specification.
To complement this work, we intend to adapt existing techniques to automate termination proofs. The clear separation of definition and termination proofs in our design
allows an easy integration of such external reasoning components.
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